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Former WNBA Champion, bestselling author and ESPN and Lifetime TV Host, Fran Harris, calls Mark

Barnes' ideas: "Fresh, provocative and hauntingly real." 9 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Instructional,

SPOKEN WORD: Audiobook Details: Former New York Giants football player, Thomas Lewis, says Mark

Barnes' concepts are: "Powerful, informative and clever." Eric Garner, of Manage Train Learn, calls the

techniques in the Living Rich program: "Garden fence wisdom; down to earth and immensely powerful." If

you have been searching for something more, if you want your dreams to come true and if you want to

live a life of complete success and happiness, author and personal development expert, Mark Barnes,

has the answers to life's biggest problems: goal achievement, financial trouble and interpersonal

relationships. Did you know that only about one percent of the people in the world achieve their dreams

and live completely enriched lives? So, what separates them from all of the failures? The answer, says

author/expert Mark Barnes, is surprisingly simple: those who live their dreams have a proven system for

success. Now, someone in this elite group -- a true expert in success and happiness -- shows you how

this system works. And, best of all, you can create your own powerful system for living a rich and happy

life, starting today, for less than what you'd pay for a meal. Imagine living debt free, actually realizing

every dream you've ever had and having a great relationship with every person you ever encounter.

Imagine feeling truly enriched and happy every single day of your life! Now, imagine paying a one-time

cost of less than ten dollars for the keys to developing this simple, yet guaranteed-to-work, system, which

you can listen to and learn from over and over again. In an amazing, conversational and anecdotal 75

minutes, Mark Barnes outlines his 7 keys to a happy and financially independent life in his Living Rich,

When You're Not Wealthy cd. They are: 1.	How you can live every dream 2.	How to be completely debt

free with no new income 3.	How to get the most from every relationship 4.	An amazing secret to lifelong
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happiness 5.	The good news that doctors and nutritionists never tell you about your vices 6.	How to

create forward motion, the simplest method for eliminating daily stress 7.	How to easily extend your life

Mark Barnes is a teacher, personal finance consultant, author, columnist, professional speaker and

personal development coach for both children and adults. His books and his Living Rich When You're Not

Wealthy cd are based on his own real-world experiences in leadership training, credit repair, investment

real estate, goal and dream achievement, child and adult education, and marriage and family life. Barnes

has used his wealth of experience to create an amazingly simple, yet remarkably successful, system for

daily and lifelong happiness, including living every life dream and eliminating all of your debt, without

adding any new income or changing your lifestyle. Get this amazing program today, for less than the price

of a meal, and your life will change immediately. "Mark's innovative perspectives are cut-to-the-chase and

very easy to understand. They evoke an energy to act and re-think what we've been taught. Let the

enlightenment begin."  Fran Briggs, Nationally-renowned Success Coach
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